
Name: _________________________________________ Grade: ___________ 

PowerPoint Art Museum Check List & Rubric 

 
10pts 

Title Slide/Entrance Slide with artist name and partner names, “Welcome”; this could 

be an actual picture of a museum that holds most of the artists work 

 15pts Gallery 1 --- 7 pictures on the walls with hyperlinks to slide w/ larger pictures 

 15pts 7 detailed artwork slides with name, date, medium, and location on each 

 10pts Biography slide of your artist 

 
10pts 

Your favorite work slide, include a picture of you (cropped in Paint.net) and state 

why you like the work. Add narration to these slides. 

 5pts One extra places in the museum (café, gift shop, etc.) 

 5pts End slide with works cited 

 
10pts 

Navigation > All slides should have link buttons that make it easy to get around your 

museum 

 10pts Creativity, layout & design 

 
10pts 

Class work – did not waist time doing other things besides this assignment, worked 

cooperatively with partner and did not watch partner do all the work. 

        100pts 
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